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the rise of china and the us has started a process of change. the eu has been slow

to react. this study shows that the eu is in fact not lacking in technological
capacity. however, it has been too slow in developing and applying its strategic
capabilities. the eu is also known for its slow and often complicated decision-

making processes. during the covid-19 crisis, the eu has shown its limited capacity
to quickly respond to crises, and some member states have been slow in adopting
best practices. this study shows that europes technological capacity and capacities
for cooperation are being put to the test by the rise of china and the us. the eu is

being tested. this is a new phase in the rivalry between china and the us and a new
phase in the eus struggle for geopolitical leadership. the eu must respond swiftly

and efficiently, to stop the erosion of its sovereignty and to preserve the values and
principles that underlie its existence. in our analysis we have looked into the four
dimensions of the chinese strategy of technological mastery, and focused on the

eus shortcomings in this regard. we argue that eus policy-making has been
dominated by the need to maintain a competitive edge against other global rivals.
this competitive edge has been defined mainly in terms of technology. the eu has
moved forward by picking up the best tools of the international technological race.

however, unlike its technological competition with china, the eus technological
edge has not been the result of superior technology. it has been a combination of

superior political and economic power and its ability to better navigate geopolitical
circumstances. as a result, the eu has been able to adopt the best tools in the

international technological race, but with limited results. it has shown little capacity
to develop and apply its own scientific research in a way that can match chinese
capabilities. consequently, the eu has been left dependent on the us for research

and development (r&d) funding.
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